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A surface mount LED light with 4 x warm white LED’s.  
Simply push the lens to turn the light on or off. 
White plastic body with white light and diffused lens. 
NOT weatherproof - for interior use only.
12 volt 0.18 watt 28 lumen output.
Width : 77mm   Height : 28mm

RWB5743 12v white with push on / off switch

A surface mount oval shaped LED light with 6 x warm white LED’s.  
Simply push the lens to turn the light on or off. 
White plastic body with white light and diffused lens. 
NOT weatherproof - for interior use only.
12 volt 30 lumen output.

RWB5739 12v white surface mount with push on / off switch
 Length : 140mm   Width : 93mm   Height : 32mm

LED  Cabin  Light  -  Push  On / Off  -  4  LED’s

LED  Cabin  Light  -  Push  On / Off  -  6  LED’s
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7 - Lighting  -  LED  Cabin  Interior

LED (light emitting diode) cabin lights have extremely low power consumption, typically less than 
20% of a conventional bulb, which extends battery life while providing a soft bright focused light.
The LED's provide much longer ife than an ordinary incandescent globe (most are rated to 50,000 
hours) they don't get as hot, won't rattle free in a seaway and they are available in a range of colours 
as decorative lighting.
Many of the LED's we offer are weatherproof making them ideal for cockpit lighting on open boats, 
or as cabin or bunk lighting.  
It is extremely difficult to accurately compare an LED light output to a conventional bulb light output 
as there is many factors involved.
Prior to the advent of LED cabin lights, standard 12 volt conventional bulb cabin lights normally had 
around 6 to 15 watt low voltage conventional style bulbs.  This approximately relates to a lumen 
rating of 30 to 110 lumens.  Our LED lights are rated in lumen output so you can select the llght level 
you desire based on the style and type of light and the lumen output.
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RWB1878 flush mount

RWB1879 surface mount

White 12v light units with 16 x LED’s giving a bright 180 lumen light 
output and low amp draw.  NOT weatherproof - for interior use only.
Push-on, push-off operation - simply push in clear centre lens to turn 
the light unit on or off.  2 styles : In-ceiling flush mount or surface mount.
Fastening holes are concealed for an attractive finish.
Stainless steel fasteners are provided.  
12 volt 1.15 watt 180 lumen light output.

RWB1878 12v flush mount LED light
 Face diameter : 100mm
 Depth below :   32mm

RWB1879 12v surface mount LED light
 Base diameter : 110mm
 Height :   35mm 

LED  Cabin  Lights  -  Push  On / Off  16  LED’s
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